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 Born and raised in Paris, attending the Ecole Active Bilingue (bilingual school), Jonathan trained 

in advertising & marketing and then, finding his calling, in psychology in Paris La Sorbonne 

University, ending up with 2 degrees. 

 Jonathan has been in qualitative research since 1990, so now enjoys over 20 years of experience. 

 He first spent 8 years in research agencies  in France and in the UK before setting-up Wilson 

Qualitative Research Consultants in 1997: 

1. TEST (Techniques de Sondages et Tests), Versailles, France from 1990 to 1994 

2. Goldfarb Corporation UK Ltd, London, UK from 1994 to 1996 

3. MBL (Market Behaviour Ltd), London, UK from 1996 to 1997 

 Over the years, Jonathan has conducted a considerable number of focus groups and in-depth 

interviews in both French and English, using various approaches (minis, triads, ethno, 

observation, laddering, etc.). If by general agreement a particularly skilled moderator, able to 

adapt to and build a rapport with most people – so as to get beyond barriers and appearances – yet 

able to challenge declarations and get to the “whys”, Jonathan is a great interpreter and analyst 

too able to deliver short or detailed reports in French or in English. 

 The experience he has accumulated is extremely broad and covers most fields, in B2C as well as 

B2B, dealing with : 

 IT and technology (he did a lot of printer and computer work  in the booming years before 

2000, before embracing telephones and other devices and the emergence of the internet 

industry thereafter). 

 Automotive has always been a recurring field ever since his formative years with TEST, the 

car specialist in France. He’s worked with practically every major manufacturer and 

witnessed (and he likes to think helped with) the birth of many vehicles. 

 Media & entertainment including TV programmes with the American specialist as they 

atempted to conquer Europe, and video games, now a huge yet still changing industry. 

 Consumer goods, from detergents to TVs, anything really one can find in a superstore outside 

of food... But also more emotional goods, such as cosmetics, clothes or toys. Part of the 

pleasure of research is the variety of topics, dealing with the different personas in people... 

 Food, from lobbies to new beverages and sweets, for organic products and for global groups, 

but also for those who make the flavours. 

 Medical, dealing with patients and professionals, touching upon sensitive and very personal 

topics but also names, ads and packaging issues. 

 Travel & tourism, conducting studies for tour operators and tourist boards, even the 

perceptions regarding a city like Venice, talking to travel professionals. 

 Kids who are a particular, and fascinating, audience, and a refreshing change from grownups. 

 Professionals, from different sectors, entering each unique world with its own codes and 

logics, and languages, including farmers, plumbers, shippers and senior managers. 

 

The types of research Jonathan is familiar with include exploratory, NPD, branding, advertising, 

design and packaging, customer satisfaction, usability (for websites), etc. 


